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March: Australian Equities Perform Well – All GICS
Sectors Positive
•

•

•
•

Global shares had a mixed month. Due to upward
movements in the Australian dollar, on an unhedged basis,
global shares were down 0.9%, but on a hedged basis were
up 2.9%. In a fairly similar result to last month, global
emerging markets fell 5.6% over the month.
Australian shares performed well during March, with the
S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index gaining 6.9%. The leading
sectors were I.T. (up 13.15%) and Energy (up 9.59%). Note
that I.T. was rebounding after a couple of poor months.
Property Trusts was the worst performer for the month,
although still in positive territory (up 1.14%).
Fixed income returns for the month were again
exceptionally poor, returning -3.7% domestically and -2.1%
globally.
The Australian dollar (AUD) gained 3.0% against the US
dollar. The AUD also gained a very significant 9.1% against
the Yen and 5.0% against the Trade-Weighted Index.

U.S. Fed’s Lift-off
Globally

•
•
•
•

U.S. Fed raises the cash rate for the first time since late
2018.
Fed Officials indicated an aggressive tightening path ahead,
with rate rises expected at each of the remaining six
meetings in 2022.
Members also pared back expectations for economic growth
this year and sharply raised their outlook for inflation.
Inflation in the U.S. is expected to remain at elevated levels
for the short term. Euro area annual inflation is expected to
be 7.5% in March 2022, up from 5.9% in February according
to a flash estimate from Eurostat.

Locally

•

•

Job Vacancies rose 6.9% in the 3 months to February to
423.5k. Vacancies are now 86% higher than pre-pandemic
levels. Underscoring the strength of labour demand even
after employment has more than recovered from lockdown
impacts, there are now just 1.3 unemployed people per job
vacancy, less than half the number prior to the pandemic.
The disconnect between the markets’ expectations of interest
rate rises and RBA guidance appears to be continuing. Some
markets are now pricing in around thirteen 25-basis point
interest rate rises by September 2023, while consensus data
of economists’ forecasts is predicting a cash rate of around
1.50% at the same date.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

6.9

15.0

9.2

Australian small companies

5.3

9.7

9.9

Global shares (hedged)

2.9

10.9

11.6

Global shares (unhedged)

-0.9

11.6

12.9

Global small companies
(unhedged)

-2.4

0.5

10.2

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

-5.6

-10.1

6.3

Global listed property
(hedged)

4.7

15.7

5.9

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.0

Australian fixed income

-3.7

-5.5

1.9

International fixed income

-2.1

-4.0

2.0

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 March 2022
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index;
Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return
USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging
Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash:
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency Markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on 31/3
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.75

3.0

-1.5

Euro/AUD

0.68

4.5

4.4

Yen/AUD

91.1

9.1

8.3

Trade weighted index

63.6

5.0

-0.5

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 March 2022
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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February: Inflation hits another 40 year high
•

•

•
•

Global shares fell 2.8% and 5.5% in unhedged and hedged
terms, respectively, which was a similar result to what we saw
in January. Global emerging markets fell 5.8% over the
month.
Australian shares performed reasonably well during
February, with the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index gaining
2.1%. The leading sectors were Energy (up 5.81%) and
Consumer Staples (up 5.57%). I.T. was again the worst
performer (down 6.88%).
Fixed income returns for the month were again very poor,
returning -1.2% domestically and -1.3% globally.
The Australian dollar (AUD) gained 2.8% against the US
dollar, which basically offset last month’s loss. The AUD also
gained 2.6% against the Yen and 2.2% against the TradeWeighted Index.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

2.1

10.2

8.5

Australian small companies

0.0

5.0

9.4

Global shares (hedged)

-2.8

12.3

11.2

Global shares (unhedged)

-5.5

18.3

13.5

Global small companies
(unhedged)

-2.4

6.6

10.9

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

-5.8

-4.7

8.2

Global listed property
(hedged)

-2.5

14.8

4.6

Asset classes

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.1

Inflation and Tapering

Australian fixed income

-1.2

-1.1

2.7

Globally

International fixed income

-1.3

-2.3

2.4

•
•
•

U.S. Inflation is showing no signs of slowing, as the Federal
Reserve gets ready to raise rates.
U.S. headline inflation hits another 40 year high in February at
7.9% year-on-year, the highest figure since January 1982.
Core inflation is at 6.4%.
Euro area annual inflation was expected to be 5.8% in
February this year, up from 5.1% in January, according to a
flash estimate from Eurostat.

Locally
•
Consumer sentiment fell 4.2% month-on-month in March to
96.6 from 100.8 in the W-MI survey to be at its lowest level
since September 2020.
•
The details suggest the fall was driven by concerns around
the Queensland and Northern NSW floods given the survey
period (28 February to 4 March) and thus should rebound in
time. Inflation concerns and the war in Ukraine are also likely
to have been factors.
•
There appears to be a growing disconnect between the
markets’ expectations of interest rate rises and recent RBA
guidance. Some markets are pricing in around eight 25-basis
point interest rate rises by mid-2023, while the RBA Chairman
has indicated there are more dangers from lifting interest rates
too early, than holding them steady for longer.

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 28 February 2022
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index;
Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return
USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging
Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash:
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency Markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on 28/2
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.73

2.8

-5.7

Euro/AUD

0.65

2.9

1.4

Yen/AUD

83.5

2.6

1.7

Trade weighted index

60.6

2.2

-6.0

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 28 February 2022
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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Russia Ukraine Client and Adviser Update
24 February 2022

Event
On 21 February, Russia re -asserted its view on the independence of the Donetsk People’s
Republic and the Luhansk People’s Republic and began mobilising troops to conduct
peacekeeping operations in these areas. This is a violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and
independence, the Minsk agreement, and has been widely denounced by the West.

Recent Military and Financial Support for Ukraine from the West
The build-up of Russian forces on the Ukrainian border in recent weeks has been a clear indication of intent to take
action in Ukraine. In response the U.S. and NATO Member nations have for some time been providing Ukraine
with military aid, including lethal weapons, anti-armour missiles, anti-armour artillery, heavy machine guns,
helicopters, small arms, ammunition, radio systems, medical equipment and spare parts. Further aircraft have now
been deployed by the U.K. to monitor Russian forces on the Russo-Ukrainian Border. Dutch, Italian and Spanish
forces have also been deployed in support of NATO. Monetary aid has also been provided. The U.S.
Administration has pledged aid to Ukraine of some $650 million to date. The U.K, Danish and Dutch Governments
have also provided material monetary support.

U.S. and EU Member State Sanction Reactions
Post the move on Ukraine by Russia, sanctions have been imposed. Sanctions are typically imposed by one
country against another to stop it acting in contrary to international law. They are designed to hurt the offending
country’s economy, or the financial position of leading politicians or in Russia’s case, their billionaire backers.
Sanctions can be among the toughest of measures short of going to outright war.
The U.S. has sanctioned Russia’s foreign debt, meaning it can no longer raise money from Western financial
institutions. This will impact Russia’s ability to finance its military efforts. Further sanctions by the West are likely if
Russia deepens its invasion of Ukraine. All 27 EU Member states have agreed on a range of anti-Russia
measures. Five Russian banks have had their assets frozen in the U.K. and certain wealthy Russian billionaires
have been issued travel bans and their ability to access funds from EU banks has been denied. Further to this,
trade between EU and the two rebel-held regions has been banned. Germany has halted major infrastructure
projects with Russia, including those involving the Nord Stream 2 gas pipeline, refusing to allow it to open. In
addition to this, some 351 members of Russia’s Duma, or parliamentary lower house have been hit with
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restrictions. Further restrictions that may be imposed include excluding Russia from the global financial messaging
service known as Swift, used by most banks worldwide. That would seriously curtail Russia’s ability to do business.
At some point, further sanctions would start to harm the economies of those imposing them, as countries such as
the U.S. and Germany have strong ties with Russia via trade.

Macroeconomic Impacts
The economic damage to Ukraine, the second largest country in Europe and a huge source of agriculture, could have
worldwide implications. Russia has already inflicted economic damage on Ukraine, with contracts being cancelled
and businesses withdrawing people. The White House has warned the US silicon chip industry to prepare for a ban
of exports to Russia. This may well soon extend to all electronics supplies.
Crude Oil WTI has risen about $3 USD/Bbl today or about 3.33%, continuing recent increases.

Source: Iress

Any prolonged conflict is almost certain to put further upward pressure on oil and natural gas prices. Sanctions will
continue to limit supplies and force prices even higher, particularly in Europe, which is already struggling with high
energy prices and limited supply. This may mean sustained or even higher inflation, which could mean further
upward pressure on interest rates.
Gold is usually seen as a safe haven in times of conflict, but as of mid-day 22nd February, the price was up only
0.5%, indicating that a relatively small or isolated conflict had already been priced into the market. The main
Ukraine exports are the raw materials iron, steel, mining products and agricultural products, along with chemical
products and machinery. Given Ukraine is a large exporter of grains and cereals, there is the potential for some
significant price rises, with the U.S. being a large purchaser.
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Equity Market and Sector Impacts
The Russian move into Ukraine will cause further increases in equity market volatility, with continued bearish trends
seen since the start of the year in anticipation of this conflict. We will also continue to feel the impact in terms of rising
energy prices. As can be seen from the graphic below, Russia and Ukraine combined account for a material amount
of Oil and gas products at around 22% of global exports.

Russian gas exports to Europe account for 40-50% of its import requirements. Energy markets have been tight as
COVID related lockdowns have abated and travel gradually resumes. We overlay this with increasing concerns
around ESG and banks in western economies under pressure to cease funding for fossil fuel projects, which has
further underpinned already tight supply demand dynamics. We suspect there is already a premium in energy prices
for current tensions, with more upside in prices likely should full scale war break out. This feeds directly into
inflationary concerns which are already a dominant theme in equity markets with most companies in the current
reporting season citing rising cost pressures in terms of both materials and labour.

Soft Commodities
Soft commodities such as Wheat and Corn would likely be impacted given Russia and Ukraine account for 25% of
global exports. This could potentially be an export boost for Australia if supply is restricted or sanctions placed on
exports from Russia. Furthermore, not included in this graphic is ammonium nitrate, of which Russia is responsible
for around 65% of global production. This is the primary ingredient used in fertilisers. Russia banned the export of
this mineral product recently, with the ban to extend to April 2022. Should sanctions remain in place for an
extended period then the impact of inflation on food prices could be enduring.
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Gold
During times of heightened geopolitical tension gold and gold stocks tend to be viewed as a safe haven. Gold
stocks have been out of favour for some time as risk aversion has been low and sentiment in the gold space poor.
This has certainly been reflected in the valuation of gold stocks with many trading at significant discounts to their
respective valuations as measured by P/NAV. This is highlighted in the graphic below with gold stocks on the left
side of the chart. We highlight Northern Star (ASX:NST) which was recently trading at P/NAV of 0.73x with a FCF
yield of 7% in FY22. Sentiment at the moment appears to be changing as many investors seek safe haven assets
such as gold and gold equities.

Source: Iress

Valuation of Gold stocks on the left side of the chart

Source: Goldman Sachs Oct 21
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Asset Class Impacts Since the Russian Move into Ukraine
Commodities
Both Oil and Gold have rallied in recent weeks, with the spectre of reduced oil supply driving prices higher. Gold has
performed its traditional role in periods of market stress, with investors seeking some protection via the precious
metal.

Source: Iress

Interest Rates
Have been largely driven by inflation and market expectations of rate hikes over the next 12 months, however US
Bonds saw some buying as investors shifted allocations in a flight to quality given uncertainty inherent in equities
markets during times of elevated uncertainty.
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Equity Markets
Have been volatile for some time, with high growth stocks particularly suffering over the past 3 months, as the
potential for rate hikes became clearer, however the increased volatility presented by the Russian invasion of
Ukraine has dominated the market narrative since late January.

Source: Iress

German markets have seen the most volatility among the major European exchanges, whilst Emerging markets
have been languid over the past 12 months compared to their developed market peers. Whilst the read-through
impact of any conflict on Emerging Markets as a whole is likely to be varied, the potential higher inflation (and
consequent higher US Interest rates) is likely to be a headwind, however the relatively higher exposure to the
energy sector (6.8% in EM vs 3.8% in Developed Markets) may mitigate some of the volatility.

Source: Iress

Author: Andrew Simpson, Andrew Ash, Ross Stanley, Steve O’Hanna
Reviewer: Matt Olsen

This document has been prepared by Actuate Alliance Services Pty Ltd (ABN 40 083 233 925, AFSL 240959) (‘Actuate’), a member of the
Insignia Financial group of companies (‘Insignia Financial Group’), for use and distribution by representatives and authorised representatives of
Actuate, Godfrey Pembroke Group Pty Limited, Consultum Financial Advisers Pty Ltd, Bridges Financial Services Pty Limited, Bridges Financial
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Services Pty Limited trading as MLC Advice, Lonsdale Financial Group Ltd, Millennium3 Financial Services Pty Ltd, RI Advice Group Pty Ltd,
Shadforth Financial Group Ltd and Australian Financial Services Licensees with whom any Insignia Financial Group member has a commercial
services agreement.
Information in this document is of a general nature only and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You should
seek personal financial, tax, legal and such other advice as necessary or appropriate before relying on the information in this document or
making any financial investment, insurance or other decision. If this document is provided to you in conjunction with a Statement of Advice
(‘SOA’), any personal financial advice relevant to the financial planning concept/strategy referred to in this document will be contained in that
SOA.
Information in this document reflects our understanding of relevant regulatory requirements and laws etc as at the date of issue, which may be
subject to change. While care has been taken in preparing this document, no liability is accepted by Actuate or any member of the Insignia
Financial Group, nor their agents or employees for any loss arising from any reliance on this document.
If any financial product is referred to in this document, you should consider the relevant PDS or other disclosure material before making an
investment decision in relation to that financial product.
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Market slump in January

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

-6.4

9.4

8.5

Australian small companies

-9.0

6.7

9.6

Global shares (hedged)

-5.1

18.6

12.5

Global shares (unhedged)

-2.2

27.3

15.1

Global small companies
(unhedged)

-4.7

13.5

11.6

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

1.2

1.0

9.9

Inflation and Tapering

Global listed property
(hedged)

-5.5

22.2

5.8

Globally

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.1

Australian fixed income

-1.0

-3.5

3.0

International fixed income

-1.6

-2.6

2.9

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

Global shares fell 2.2% and 5.1% in unhedged and hedged
terms, respectively. Global emerging markets rose 1.2% over
the month.
Australian shares performed poorly during January, with the
S&P/ASX 200 losing 6.4%. The leading sectors were Energy
(up 7.88%) and Utilities (up 2.56%). I.T. was again the worst
performing sector for the month (down 18.43%).
Fixed income returns for the month were very poor, returning
-1.0% domestically and -1.6% globally.
The Australian dollar (AUD) lost 2.70% against the US dollar
and 2.76% against the Yen. Note by mid-February, the AUD
is back up trading around 0.7185 USD.

U.S inflation is still red hot. The consumer price index rose
0.6% for the month of January, 7.5% on a year-on-year basis,
and was the fastest rate since February 1982.
Minutes of the January 25-26 Federal Open Market
Committee meeting stated, “that if inflation does not move
down as they expect, it would be appropriate for the
Committee to remove policy accommodation at a faster pace
than they currently anticipate”.
China’s inflationary pressure continued to ease in January,
with the growth of both consumer and factory-gate prices
slowing further.

Locally
•
Australia’s Consumer Price Index rose 1.3% in the December
quarter, bringing inflation for the full 2021 year to 3.5%.
•
This is above the Reserve Bank of Australia’s medium-term
target range of 2-3% inflation. It will excite speculation about
the central bank lifting interest rates far sooner than expected.
•
As expected, at the RBA’s February Board meeting, a
decision was made to end QE.
•
The official cash rate remained at 0.10%, but the futures
market is pricing in 4 rate rises this year.

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 January 2022
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index; Global
small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return USD Index
(in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging Markets EM Net
Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE EPRA/NAREIT
Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash: Bloomberg AusBond
Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+ Yr
Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Total
Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency Markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on
31/01
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.71

-2.7

-7.5

Euro/AUD

0.63

-1.6

-0.1

Yen/AUD

81.4

-2.8

1.7

Trade weighted index

59.3

-2.9

-5.9

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 January 2022
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where
appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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September
2020
December
2021

December 2020

January 2022

Market perform well despite Omicron
•

•

•
•

Global shares rose 4.0% and 1.7% in hedged and unhedged
terms, respectively. Global emerging markets fell 0.6% over
the month, based on continuing concerns around the Omicron
variant.
Australian shares performed reasonably well during
December, with the S&P/ASX 200 returning 2.7%. The leading
sectors were Utilities (up 6.88%) and Materials (up 6.43%). I.T.
was the worst performing sector (down 5.35%).
Fixed income returns ended the month fairly flat, returning
0.1% domestically and -0.4% globally.
The Australian dollar (AUD) rose 1.9% against the US dollar
and 3.8% against the Yen. Note given the more hawkish
rhetoric from the Fed., the AUD has already given back about
1 cent of December’s gain.

Inflation and Tapering
Globally
• The U.S. consumer price index rose 0.5% for the month of
December, 7.0% on a year-on-year basis, the fastest rate since
June 1982. It is now clear that some elements of inflation
globally aren’t transitory, while other elements will take
significantly longer to dissipate than initially expected.
• The Fed will be buying $60 billion of bonds each month starting
in January, half the level prior to the November taper and $30
billion less than it had been buying in December. The Fed was
tapering by $15 billion a month in November, then doubled the
taper in December. It will accelerate the tapering further in
2022.
Locally
•
The International Monetary Fund forecasts that Australia's
GDP will grow 4.1% in 2022 on the back of increased business
activity and international borders reopening. However, the
Omicron outbreak, which has spread rapidly since midDecember, is likely to make a reasonable dent in economic
activity, with some economists and fund managers already
reducing Q1 2022 GDP forecasts.
•
A key decision coming up for the RBA is whether or not to end
QE in February. The next RBA meeting is on the 1 st of
February. It seems likely, based on the economy
outperforming in a few key areas since November, that the
RBA will decide to end QE.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

2.7

17.2

9.8

Australian small companies

1.4

16.9

11.2

Global shares (hedged)

4.0

23.9

14.0

Global shares (unhedged)

1.7

29.6

15.1

Global small companies
(unhedged)

1.2

22.4

12.2

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

-0.6

3.4

9.8

Global listed property
(hedged)

5.9

28.6

6.9

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.1

Australian fixed income

0.1

-2.9

3.4

International fixed income

-0.4

-1.5

3.2

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 December 2021
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index; Global
small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return USD Index
(in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging Markets EM Net
Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE EPRA/NAREIT
Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash: Bloomberg AusBond
Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+ Yr
Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Total
Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency Markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on
31/12
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.73

1.9

-5.6

Euro/AUD

0.64

1.7

1.5

Yen/AUD

83.7

3.8

5.3

Trade weighted index

61.1

4.5

-3.6

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 December 2021
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where
appropriate.
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September
2020
December
2021

December 2020

December 2021

Sentiment sours
• Global shares fell 1.6% and rose 3.7% in hedged and
unhedged terms, respectively. Global markets fell (in local
currency terms) driven by concerns over a new coronavirus
variant, Omicron, emerging from southern Africa.
• Australian shares underperformed global shares, falling 0.5%
in November. The leading sectors were Materials (up 6.2%) and
Communication Services (up 5.2%). Energy (down 8.2%) and
Financials (down 8%) were the worst performers. Energy stocks
declined in line with the fall in oil and gas prices on Omicron
fears.
• Fixed income returns bounced back particularly for the
Australian market. Investors sought safe haven assets which
underpinned demand for bonds, particularly government bonds
(which comprise most of the Australian market).
• The Australian dollar (AUD) fell 4.6% against major currencies
and 5.2% against the US dollar. The more aggressive
positioning by US Fed officials increased expectations of higher
rates relative to Australia, driving AUD weakness.

Omicron and a hawkish Fed arise
Globally
• Global business surveys suggest economic growth improved in
November. Supply chain disruptions remain an ongoing feature
in business surveys impacting inflation.
• The Omicron variant emerged from Southern Africa. There have
been initial concerns over the ability of this new variant to reinfect people who had recovered from earlier strains as well as
vaccine effectiveness against Omicron.
• Comments by Federal Reserve (Fed) Board members
suggested a faster reduction in bond purchases and perhaps
also set the stage for rate hikes in response to elevated inflation
levels in the US. We also saw Chairman Powell stating inflation
is no longer seen as “transitory” (implying higher rates may be
required).
Locally
• Sep-21 GDP figures showed economic growth contracting in
the September quarter as expected given the restrictions
imposed in NSW and Victoria in particular.
• However, going forward recent data and leading indicators
suggest the economy is continuing to bounce back strongly.
Easing restrictions has helped notably with retail sales rising
4.9% in October, returning to pre-pandemic levels in NSW.
• The RBA left its policy settings unchanged with the cash rate
remaining at 0.1% in December. In addition, it maintained its
bond purchases at $4bn per week.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

-0.5

15.5

10.1

Australian small companies

-0.3

18.4

11.7

Global shares (hedged)

-1.6

23.3

13.8

Global shares (unhedged)

3.7

26.8

15.7

Global small companies
(unhedged)

0.6

24.1

13.0

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

1.6

6.7

10.4

Global listed property
(hedged)

-1.5

24.5

6.4

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.1

Australian fixed income

2.1

-3.2

3.3

International fixed income

0.7

-0.8

3.3

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 30 November 2021
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index;
Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return
USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging
Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash:
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on
30/11
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.71

-5.2

-3.0

Euro/AUD

0.63

-3.4

2.1

Yen/AUD

80.7

-5.9

5.3

Trade weighted index

60.2

-4.6

-2.1

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 30 November 2021
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appropriate.
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September
2020
October 2021

December
2020
November
2021

Mixed investor sentiment abounds
• Global shares rose 5.4% and 1.7% in hedged and unhedged
terms, respectively. The market was led higher by US stocks
with the Nasdaq (a tech-heavy index) up 7.3% while the
benchmark S&P 500 index was up 6.9% (both in USD terms) as
investors were positive on the September quarter earnings
results with tech giant Microsoft up 17.9% as one example.
• Australian shares underperformed global shares, falling 0.1%
in October. The leading sectors were Technology (up 2.1%)
and Health Care (up 1%). Industrials (down 3.3%) and
consumer staples (down 2.3%) were the worst performers.
Technology returns were supported by Computershare which
benefitted from rising bond yields given its higher interest
income on client cash balances.
• Fixed income returns were poor particularly for the Australian
market. An increase in bond yields predominantly of short to
intermediate duration saw both Australian and international
bond markets sell off. The pain was more severe domestically
as it became clear the RBA had abandoned its yield curve
control for the 3-year bond which ended the month at 1.22%
(compared to the RBA 0.1% target).
• The Australian dollar (AUD) rose 3.8% against major
currencies and 4% against the US dollar. A key boost came
from the reopening of the economy after lockdowns while the
rise in bond yields also made our currency more attractive to
speculators.

As global growth stabilises?
Globally
• Global business surveys suggest economic growth momentum
may have stabilised in October with improvement in services
sector offsetting weakness amongst manufacturers. Supply
chain disruptions remain an ongoing feature in business
surveys impacting inflation.
• Chinese developer Evergrande repaid an outstanding coupon
on one of its foreign bonds. Investors appeared more confident
on containment within China of any further issues.
Locally
• Economic momentum is bouncing back domestically as NSW
and Victoria eased lockdown restrictions.
• The RBA withdrew guidance that interest rates would stay at
0.1% until 2024, suggesting a more optimistic view on the
economy. The RBA also ended its policy of targeting 0.1% for
the 3-year government bond yield.
• Sep-21 quarter inflation showed an annual rise of 3% while
underlying inflation rose 2.1% over the same period.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

-0.1

28.0

10.9

Australian small companies

0.9

31.0

11.5

Global shares (hedged)

5.4

39.7

14.8

Global shares (unhedged)

1.7

31.4

15.9

Global small companies
(unhedged)

-0.5

35.8

14.4

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

-2.9

9.4

9.7

Global listed property
(hedged)

5.6

41.1

6.5

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.2

Australian fixed income

-3.6

-5.3

2.6

International fixed income

-0.3

-1.0

2.8

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 October 2021
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index;
Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return
USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging
Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash:
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on
31/10
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.75

4.0

7.0

Euro/AUD

0.65

4.2

7.8

Yen/AUD

85.8

6.6

16.6

Trade weighted index

63.1

3.8

6.1

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 October 2021
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where
appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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September
2020
October 2021

December
October 2020
2021

Energy and Evergrande fear arise
• Global shares fell 3.8% and 3% in hedged and unhedged terms,
respectively. After a period of strong outperformance, growth
stocks led by US tech names were the worst performers in
September. Inflation fears amidst energy supply issues in China
and Europe was one driver. The prospect of reduced central
bank support with lower bond purchases was another.
• Australian shares outperformed global shares, falling 1.9% in
September. The leading sectors were Energy (up 16.4%),
Utilities (up 2.1%) and Financials (up 1.5%). The mining sector
underperformed (down 12.1%) as investors reacted to the sharp
selloff in iron ore prices, driven by Chinese growth fears.
• Fixed income returns were also poor. An increase in long-term
bond yields saw both Australian and international bonds sell off.
• The Australian dollar (AUD) fell 0.7% against major currencies
and 1.2% against the US dollar. Concerns over China amidst the
unravelling of developer Evergrande weighed on AUD support.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

-1.9

30.6

10.4

Australian small companies

-2.1

30.4

10.2

Global shares (hedged)

-3.8

28.3

13.4

Global shares (unhedged)

-3.0

27.8

15.2

Global small companies
(unhedged)

-1.8

39.4

13.8

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

-2.8

17.3

10.5

Global listed property
(hedged)

-5.3

29.1

4.4

As global growth momentum slows

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.2

Globally

Australian fixed income

-1.5

-1.5

3.1

International fixed income

-1.0

-0.8

2.7

• Global business surveys suggest economic growth momentum
continued to soften in September. Supply chain disruptions
remain an ongoing feature in business surveys impacting
inflation.
• In addition, several factors drove energy fears across both China
and Europe. In China’s case, restrictions on Australian coal
imports played a part as did issues crimping coal mining outside
Australia.
• The unravelling of Chinese property developer Evergrande also
triggered fears about the Chinese property market and flow on
impact outside China. It appears the government will not bail out
the business but is looking to minimise the fallout of any collapse.

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 30 September 2021
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index;
Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return
USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging
Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash:
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Locally
• The lifting of coronavirus restrictions in Sydney and Melbourne is
approaching. 11 October is the likely start for Sydney and late
October for Melbourne.
• As both business and consumer confidence has held up in
thislockdown phase, we anticipate a strong bounce back in the
economy for the December quarter.
• The RBA maintained guidance that interest rates would stay at
0.1% until 2024.
• The strength of the local property market is drawing regulatory
attention with expectations of APRA using macroprudential
policy tools. These could impact the total amount able to be
borrowed due to tighter debt servicing requirements, slowing the
market.

Currency markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on 31/8
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.73

-1.2

0.8

Euro/AUD

0.62

0.7

2.1

Yen/AUD

80.4

-0.1

8.6

Trade weighted index

60.8

-0.7

0.2

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 30 September 2021
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where
appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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September 2020

September
2021
December 2020

Risk-on environment persist
• Global shares rose 2.7% and 3.1% in hedged and unhedged
terms, respectively. The market was led higher by US tech stocks
as investors anticipated a slower economic growth environment
in which more cyclical names will struggle.
• Australian shares underperformed global shares, rising 2.5% in
August. The leading sectors were technology (up 16.8%) buoyed
by a takeover bid for Afterpay from US payments giant Square
and healthcare (up 6.8%). Materials was the worst perform (down
7.9%) driven by lower iron ore prices and forced selling of BHP
following news that it is ending its UK dual listing.
• The Australian dollar (AUD) fell 0.6% against major currencies
and 0.4% against the US dollar. Lockdowns in both NSW and
Victoria dragged on the economy souring investor support.
• Fixed income returns were mixed. The decline in bond yields
supported Australian bond returns. Arguably we saw some
resolution of the bond vs equity world views with global yields
rising and equities continuing to perform well. Weighing against
this however is the relative weakness of cyclical stocks.

As Australians vaccinate en masse
Globally
• Global business surveys suggest economic growth momentum
has peaked with a slowdown exacerbated by the Delta strain and
related supply chain disruption notably in the Asia-Pacific region.
• The US followed Israel in approving booster doses bolstering
confidence that future mutant strains will be contained.

Locally
• Economic growth for the June quarter surprised on the upside
with strong household and government spending offsetting
export weakness (production issues and high commodity prices).
• High commodity prices can cause exports to be a net drag if
lower volumes are exported relative to previous periods. This is
because we focus on real GDP, an underlying measure of
economic growth.
• The Sydney lockdown was extended until the end of September.
Peak daily cases may be reached in September according to
government modelling.
• Pleasingly vaccine progress is tracking strongly, boosting
confidence that re-opening will occur in the December quarter
this year. This can be seen in both consumer and business
surveys which are considerably more positive than they were
during the pandemic’s first wave last year
• The RBA left its cash rate unchanged and deferred a reduction
in its bond purchases until early next year.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

2.5

28.1

10.9

Australian small companies

5.0

29.5

11.0

Global shares (hedged)

2.7

29.4

14.4

Global shares (unhedged)

3.1

31.4

15.6

Global small companies
(unhedged)

2.9

43.1

14.2

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

3.2

22.6

11.0

Global listed property
(hedged)

1.5

32.9

5.2

Cash

0.0

0.0

1.2

Australian fixed income

0.1

1.1

3.3

International fixed income

-0.2

0.6

2.9

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 August 2021
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index;
Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return
USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging
Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash:
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on 31/8
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.73

-0.4

-0.8

Euro/AUD

0.62

0.1

0.3

Yen/AUD

80.5

-0.1

3.0

Trade weighted index

61.2

-0.6

-2.2

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 August 2021
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where
appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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September
2020
March 2021

August 2021
December 2020

Stocks continue to ignore bonds
• Global shares rose 1.8% and 4% in hedged and unhedged
terms, respectively. Growth stocks outperforming following
strong earnings results by tech companies such as Alphabet
(owner of the Google search engine).
• Australian shares underperformed global shares, rising 1.1% in
July. The leading sectors were materials (up 7.1%) buoyed by
higher commodity prices and industrials (up 4.2%). Technology
was one of the worst performers (down 6.9%).
• The Australian dollar (AUD) fell 1.8% against major currencies
and 2.1% against the US dollar. The persistence of the Delta
strain domestically with lockdowns in both NSW and Queensland
(the latter being particularly prolonged) cast a shadow of the
strong economic recovery. This reduced the likelihood of rate
increases in the near term and soured investor sentiment
towards the AUD.
• Fixed income returns continued to recover as bond yields fell.
The growth of the Delta strain both at home and overseas has
weakened optimism over global growth, underpinning bond
demand. Bonds and stocks are arguably suggesting different
views of the world, the former pessimistic (bond yields falling),
the latter, optimistic (stocks going up) with the truth likely to play
out over the coming year.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

1.1

28.6

10.0

Australian small companies

0.7

32.3

9.6

Global shares (hedged)

1.8

33.7

13.9

Global shares (unhedged)

4.0

31.8

15.2

Global small companies
(unhedged)

1.4

42.2

13.7

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

-4.7

17.7

11.1

Global listed property
(hedged)

3.9

33.6

4.5

Cash

0.0

0.1

1.3

Australian fixed income

1.8

0.5

3.4

International fixed income

1.3

0.1

3.0

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 July 2021

As the lockdowns extend in Australia
Globally
• Global business surveys suggest economic growth momentum
remains positive but slowing, led by the US and Europe.
• The UK experience with Delta stoked vaccine optimism with new
daily cases materially declining from a recent 21 July peak of
47,723 per day to 25,934 per day in early August.

Locally
• Inflation figures surprised on the upside with 3.8% growth for the
year to June. This was driven by a strong rally in oil prices as
demand recovered globally. Underlying inflation measures was
subdued at 1.75%.
• The spread of the Delta variant domestically has seen lockdowns
in Sydney extended until 28 August and is expected to weigh on
the economy and jobs market with an outbreak in Queensland
prompting new restrictions.
• Additional government support was introduced albeit dwarfed by
2020 efforts.
• The RBA left its cash rate unchanged and flagged expectations
of negative economic growth in the September quarter but
anticipated an economic bounce back. It also reiterated its
planned reduction of bond purchasing from early September.

Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Australian
small companies: S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index, Global shares
(hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global shares
(unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return Index;
Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total Return
USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI Emerging
Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property (hedged): FTSE
EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total Return; Cash:
Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income: Bloomberg
AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income: Bloomberg Barclays
Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency markets
Exchange rates

At
close
on 31/7
%

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

USD/AUD

0.73

-2.1

2.8

Euro/AUD

0.62

-2.2

2.0

Yen/AUD

80.6

-3.3

6.6

Trade weighted index

61.6

-1.8

-0.5

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 31 July 2021.
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where
appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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September
2020
March 2021

July 2021
December 2020

“Risk on” markets continued
•

•

•

•

Global shares rose 2.4% and 4.7% in hedged and
unhedged terms, respectively. The rotation to stocks
benefitting from economic recovery reversed in June with
growth stocks e.g. US tech performing strongly.
Australian shares underperformed global shares slightly,
rising 2.3% in June. The leading sectors were technology
(up 13.4%), communication services (up 5.5%) and
consumer staples (up 5.3%). Financials (down 0.2%) and
Materials (up 0.3%) were amongst the worst performers.
The Australian dollar (AUD) fell 1.3% against major
currencies and 3.1% against the US dollar. Two factors
were key. First the announcement of US rate hikes
sooner than expected (2023) making US dollars more
attractive relative to AUD. Second the spread of the Delta
variant of coronavirus and subsequent lockdowns
softened sentiment towards Australian assets,
undermining the AUD.
Fixed income returns improved as bond yields fell. The
US Federal Reserve lifted expectations for interest rate
hikes in 2023 but yields still fell as priced in a weaker
long-term inflation environment. This supported bond
returns.

As the pandemic resurges at home
Globally
•
Global business surveys suggest economic growth
momentum remains positive, led by the US and Europe.
•
Coronavirus vaccine progress continued in a welcome
fashion internationally.
•
The coronavirus pandemic itself remains problematic for
several countries with the Delta variant posing a new
challenge given its higher rate of infection although
vaccines in the UK appear to be curbing the worst
symptoms (and deaths).
Locally
•
The RBA left interest rates unchanged in its July meeting
at 0.1% and continues to flag staying at this level until
2024. It began unwinding the emergency support it first
introduced last year with the pace of purchasing in the
bond market slowing. The RBA also ended its term
funding facility for Australian banks contributing to
pressure on fixed mortgage rates.
•
The spread of the Delta variant domestically prompted a
two-week lockdown of Sydney (subsequently extended a
further week) while Melbourne exited its own two-week
lockdown.
•
The economic damage of the lockdowns should not be
overly severe provided they are not further extended. The
economic cost may require further government support to
be counteracted given the conclusion of the JobKeeper
program.

Major asset class performance
1 month
%

1 year
%

5 years
(p.a.) %

Australian shares

2.3%

27.8%

11.2%

Global shares (hedged)

2.4%

35.8%

14.4%

Global shares (unhedged)

4.7%

27.5%

14.7%

Global small companies
(unhedged)

3.4%

40.5%

14.2%

Global emerging markets
(unhedged)

3.3%

29.2%

12.8%

Global listed property
(hedged)

1.8%

30.2%

4.7%

Cash

0.0%

0.1%

1.3%

Australian fixed income

0.7%

-0.8%

3.2%

International fixed income

0.5%

-0.2%

2.9%

Asset classes

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 30 June 2021
Indices used: Australian Shares: S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index, Global
shares (hedged): MSCI World ex Australia Net Total Return (in AUD), Global
shares (unhedged): MSCI World ex Australia Hedged AUD Net Total Return
Index; Global small companies (unhedged): MSCI World Small Cap Net Total
Return USD Index (in AUD); Global emerging markets (unhedged): MSCI
Emerging Markets EM Net Total Return AUD Index; Global listed property
(hedged): FTSE EPRA/NAREIT Developed Index Hedged in AUD Net Total
Return; Cash: Bloomberg AusBond Bank Bill Index; Australian fixed income:
Bloomberg AusBond Composite 0+ Yr Index; International fixed income:
Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Total Return Index Value Hedged AUD
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance

Currency markets
Exchange rates

At close
on 30/6

1 month
change
%

1 year
change
%

-3.1%

8.6%

USD/AUD

0.75

Euro/AUD

0.63

0.0%

2.9%

Yen/AUD

83.3

-1.7%

11.8%

Trade weighted index

62.7

-1.3%

4.5%

Source: Bloomberg & IOOF, 30 June 2021.
All foreign exchange rates are rounded to two decimal places where appropriate.
Please note: Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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